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INTRO
60 second guide to Building Wi� Networks
Why you need Mesh
How it works (spoiler: MAGIC)
Pros & Cons
How to get started, costs, support



THIS TALK
Me:

working with community wi� projects for a couple of years
30+ years tech stuff
I am not a mesh expert

Memes: yes
rants: yes
OSI 7 layer network model: yes



WHAT MESH IS FOR
Nodes all stay where they are (�xed lines, routers):

No mesh :(

(But maybe you want dynamic routing protocols like OSPF, RIP) 
 

Stuff moves around a bit, 'access points' can come and go, clients
move around a lot?

Mesh!



(down)

BUILDING WIFI NETWORKS
ONE ACCESS POINT...



 

SETTING UP ONE ACCESS POINT

1) Power!

2) Uplink to Internet(wire)

3) Gateway / Route / DNS

4) SSID con�guration  
(The wi� name & password) (Manual or commercial tool)

(down)



 

MANY ACCESS POINTS
First access point:

Power 
Run a wire, plug it in to the internet 
Con�gure the gateway and DNS and stuff 
Make an SSID with the name of your cat and the password
'12345679' (cause no one will guess that) 

Second access point:
Power 
Run a wire to it, plug in to the internet 
Con�gure the gateway and DNS and stuff 
Make an SSID with the name of your cat and the password
'12345679' (cause no one will guess that) 

....................

10th access point....



 

OMG MESH
How can mesh help?

Connect one device and then for the rest of the devices: 
 
 

1. Connect Power
2. .... ????
3. INTERNET!!!



 

MAGIC:
Mesh access points gets your uplink over wi�

But wait there's more: 
 
Find neigbours, �nd best route!
Manage a single network
Routing, Gateway, DHCP, etc. all managed in one place!



amaze 
 



MESHY



TECH INTERLUDE
So how does it do this magic?



Layer 2: Data link layer - MAC addresses live here, network
cards, switches, hubs 

 
Layer 3: Network - IP lives here - IP addresses, routing 

 
Layer 4: Transport - TCP and UDP live here - TCP ports, retrying

lost packets, ordering packets

OSI 7 LAYER MODEL REMINDER



Two general approaches:  
 

  
 

Layer 2 (batman-adv):  
 

Virtualises the underlying layer 2 (mac address), and presents a
new network interface

Entire mesh looks like a single LAN
TCP/UDP connections not lost when moving between nodes
Presents a virtual network interface which appears to be a
single LAN, but this actually could be multiple nodes with
multiple hops (i.e. the protocol does layer 2 routing for you
invisibly!)
If the two clients move around or disappear then (MAGIC),
everything still works (....?)
BUT, this relies on the underlying Layer 2 network working. It
can not magically make an underlying network better
Layer 2 issues harder to detect?



  
 

Layer 3 (BMX):  
 

Monitor routes and manipulate the routing table directly

Monitors IP network, take into account latency, cost, etc. to
choose route
Update's kernel routing table directly
Magic...



WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?



Pros: 
 

 
Cons: 

 

PROS AND CONS

Make one con�g, deploy many times. Just works (or just
doesn't ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ )
'Centralised' dhcp, routing
Anyone can install

Lots of magic. Extra protocols to learn, dawg.
Mesh requires TWO radios to work. Wi� radio space is
already overcrowded.
Anecdotal evidence that some mesh devices can't deal with
overcrowding (> ~5 devices)



Goto libremesh and look at their supported devices 
 

Buy two or three devices: 
 

  
 

Download �rmware, �ash it, and go!  
 

(Libremesh is a great start, they have very supportive
community)

HOW TO GET STARTED

Nanostation M2 / M5 from 60 EUR
Stuff from China: 25 EUR
TP Link 841ND: ~20 EUR



Main active projects seem to be: 
 

  
 

Read about the tech: 
 

HOW TO GET STARTED

Libremesh - libremesh.org
qmp - qmp.cat

batman (L2)
bmx (L3)



Get involved: 
 

 

HOW TO GET STARTED

Community wi� group in Athens: ExarcheiaNet (more later)
Facebook, Matrix: #plateia:exarcheianet.gr 
 
Contact me: lewis.james@gmail.com ,
@mozboz:exarcheianet.gr, @mozboz 
 
Links, references to follow at wiki.exarcheianet.gr

THANKS!


